
Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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DATE       13-04-2021

STYLE       21-1805 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F5059

Coverstiches

Fabric Rib F1032

Zipper Black/White



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.

CARELABEL INSIDE COLLAR 

Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outJunior
23-1000P X

CLIENT
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DATE       13-4-2021

STYLE       23-1000 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F5059

Flag Label

Coverstiches

Vangard

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
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STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F0063

Vangàrd on Clothes

Flag Label

Coverstiches

Vangard

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
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DATE       1-4-2021

STYLE       41-1000 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F0063

Vangàrd on Clothes

Flag Label

Coverstiches

Vangard

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.

CARELABEL INSIDE COLLAR 

Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
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DESIGNED BY
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DATE       13-4-2021

STYLE       41-1612 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F0027

Coverstiches

Fabric Print F0064

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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VERSION                1 

DATE       29-03-2021
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STYLE INFORMATION

Zip puller

Zip color

Coverstitches

Fabric Print, Front            

Collar logo

Hidden Zipper

Vangárd elastic in bottom

F5059

Black

Vangàrd

Vangàrd

X



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F0005

Coverstiches

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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DATE       29-03-2021

STYLE       21-1127 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F0005

Coverstiches

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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DESIGNED BY
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STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F5059

Coverstiches

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.

CARELABEL INSIDE COLLAR 

Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
21-1218P X

CLIENT
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DESIGNED BY
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DATE       26-03-2021

STYLE       21-1218 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F5059

Coverstiches

Zipper Black



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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Fabric Print F5059
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Flag Label

Coverstiches

Vangard



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.

CARELABEL INSIDE COLLAR 

Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
21-1735P X

CLIENT

Brande Motion MTB

DESIGNED BY

Naja Lynge Nemeth 

PANTONE COLORS
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DATE       29-03-2021

STYLE       21-1735 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F5059

Vangàrd on Clothes

Flag Label

Coverstiches

Vangard



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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DATE       29-03-2021

STYLE       23-1400 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F5059

Fabric Rib F1032

Flag Label

Coverstiches

Dannebro



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.
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Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
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DATE       12-02-2021
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STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F3067

Fabric Print Sidep. F0064

Fabric Print Sleeve F0064

Fabric Inside Pocket F0064

Coverstiches

Collar Logo Vangàrd

Vangàrd on Clothes 1

Sleeve & Sidepanel Printed

Zip Color Black

Zip Puller

Vi kan ikke ramme 100%

Brande Motions 
logo er 5 cm

LokalBolig
W: 13 cm
H: 3 cm 

Brande Motions 
logo er 14 cm



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.

CARELABEL INSIDE COLLAR 

Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
41-0904P

CLIENT

Brande Motion MTB

DESIGNED BY

Naja Lynge Nemeth 
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DATE       12-03-2021

STYLE       41-0904P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F3067

Fabric Print Sidep. F0064

Fabric Print Sleeve F0064

Fabric Inside Pocket F0064

Coverstiches

Collar Logo Vangàrd

Vangàrd on Clothes 1

Sleeve & Sidepanel Printed

Zip Color Black

Zip Puller



Customer Details:
Depending on your chosen design, some of the design elements can change a bit due to the range of sizes. After approved design layout, you will recieve a color sample on a fabric that matches your order, for approval. You are allowed to come with a few changes to your layout, but can in some cases be charged 
addotonally if there are too many changes. If this is the case, you will be noted before extra charges may accour. When your 3D layout is approved, you will no longer be able to change the layout. The production will take 6-8 weeks from approval of your layout and color sample. There will always be small Vangàrd 
logos on our products. If you want the products without Vangàrd logos, the order must reach at least 300 pcs. per item.  While every attempt is made to color match pantone colors exact matching cannot be guaranteed, due to the variation on inks, temperature, materials and humidity. Therefore, a tolerance factor of 5% is 
deemed commercially acceptable at our discretion. Any complaints must be received in writing on delivery. All rights of material, layout and design reserved Vangàrd and may not be copied or distributed to a third part. Your design layout can be used at any time by Vangàrd Retail for marketing purposes.

CARELABEL INSIDE COLLAR 

Made in Europe 100% Polyester, Wash inside outMEN
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CLIENT
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DESIGNED BY
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DATE       29-03-2021

STYLE       41-2100 P

STYLE INFORMATION

Fabric Print F3327/0063

Coverstiches

Collar  Logo Vangárd

Flaglabel Vangárd

Vangárd elastic in bottom

Zip Color Black
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